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A group G is said to have property 9, if there is a Z-free ZG-module T such 
that 
(i) proj.dim,,T % 1 , 
(ii) H”(G, T) # 0. 
This property arises naturally in the study of groups with periodic cohomology 
after l-step [5,6]. If a group G has period q after l-step, i.e. the functors 
H’(G, -) and H’+*(G, -) are naturally equivalent for some q 2 1 and all i > 1, 
and if, moreover, the natural equivalence is given by cup product with an element 
z E W(G, Z), then z is represented by a q-extension 
O-Z-T-P_ q 2 -. . . - P(,-z-o 
with P, projective ZG-modules, 0 5 j 5 q - 2 and proj.dim,,T 5 1 [7]. 
Here we prove the following theorem: 
Theorem. The following statements are equivalent for a group G: 
(cc) cd,G 5 1. 
(p) G has property 9,. 
Proof. (p) +b (CX) Let G have property SF,, so there is a Z-free ZG-module T with 
H’(G, T) # 0 and a short exact sequence of ZG-modules 
O-P,-P,,-T-O 
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with P, and P, projective ZG-modules. Tensoring 
O-IG-ZGAZ-0 
with T yields an exact sequence 
0- IG@, T+ ZG@, T---+ T----+0 
of ZG-modules (with diagonal G-action). 
Now ZG@, T (with diagonal G-action) is canonically isomorphic to the 
induced module ZG gz T, hence it is a free ZG-module, as T is Z-free. By 
Schanuel’s Lemma now ZG 6Qz T is a projective ZG-module. Let a,, E H”(G, T) 
with a,, # 0, then it is easy to see that 1 @ a,, + ZG Q T is a G-subset of ZG @& T. 
It follows now from Corollary IV.2.10 of [l], which is a consequence of the 
Almost Stability Theorem of Dicks and Dunwoody, that there exists a G-tree 
X with finite edge stabilisers such that the vertex set of X, V(X) contains 
1@ a,, + ZG Bn T as a G-retract. But 1 @a, + ZG @‘a T C ZG C& T - (0) and it is 
readily checked that ZG EJh T - (0) has finite stabilisers, hence V(X) has finite 
stabilisers. Thus G acts on a tree X with finite stabilisers and by the Structure 
Theorem of the Bass-Serre theory [4], we obtain G as the fundamental group of a 
graph of finite groups, which implies that cd,G 5 1. 
(a) 3 (p) A well-k nown result of Dunwoody [2] asserts that cd,G I 1 iff G is 
the fundamental group of a graph of finite groups. Now it was shown by 
Kropholler and the author in [3] that if G is the fundamental group of a graph of 
finite groups, then [G, Z], the set of functions G- Z which take only finitely 
many distinct values, is Z-free, contains G-fixed elements and has ZG-projective 
dimension 51. 0 
Clearly now we obtain the following corollary: 
Corollary. The following statements are equivalent for a group G: 
(cx) cd,G 5 1. 
(p) G is th e un f d umentul group of a graph of finite groups. 
(y) G has property 9,. 0 
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